
News in the Age of 
Algorithmic Recommendation





Founded in 1851.
3,790 employees.
1550 journalists.
125 Pulitzers.

In 2018:
55,000 stories published.
We reported from 160 countries.
87,000 people attended a Times event.
More than 200 Million downloads of The Daily.
34 Twitter mentions from one White House reader.



“
“

We seek the truth and help people 
understand the world.

This mission is rooted in the belief that great 
journalism has the power to make each reader’s 
life richer and more fulfilling, and all of society 
stronger and more just.
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Times Digital



New Ambition: 10M Subscribers.



Recommendation



Key Driver for the Giants 

Results

Investment $100M Echo Nest 
acquisition, 80+ data 
scientists on staff.

Strategy Drive engagement and 
propensity to subscribe 
through personalized 
recommendation. 

Deepen engagement 
through visual discovery 
via  related content, and 
recommendations.

30% of plays from 
recommendations, 40 
million Discover Weekly 
users.

Improve engagement and 
retention via personalization. 
Preference data also drives 
content investment decisions.

80% of plays from 
recommendations. Netflix 
attributes $1B in annual 
value to recommendations.

Team of 300+ dedicated 
to content discovery, a 
$150M yearly investment

Pinterest attributes 40% of 
it’s engagement to its 
related pins 
recommendation feature.

Team of 250 dedicated to 
discovery, and ~40 data 
scientists on staff
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The Times has been cautious.
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Home 
Page
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Why?
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Why?



“ The technique of reproduction detaches the reproduced object 
from the domain of tradition. 

And what is really jeopardized when the historical testimony is 
affected is the authority of the object. 

Technical reproduction can put the copy of the original into 
situations which would be out of reach for the original itself. 
Above all, it enables the original to meet the beholder halfway,

“
Walter Benjamin on Digital Media

Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.”



How Is the World 
Changing?



2011

The Digital Landscape

The Times’s Business Model

Today



Anonymous
Free and undifferentiated

Customer Journey Evolution
AWARENESS → CONSIDERATION → SUBSCRIPTION →

Subscription Messages Pay wall

Subscribed
Full experience

I guess I’ll register here?

Subscription Messages

Anonymous
Free but limited experience

AWARENESS → CONSIDERATION → SUBSCRIPTION →

Subscribed
Full experience

Free trial
Full subscription preview

Logged in account
Free differentiated experience

Register here

Pay wall

Regi WallRegi + Subs Messages

What value am I previewing?



Where the Growth Is

U National 
Core

Demographic 
& “ideological”

Global
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Different times,  
Different Times.



What Do Our 
Readers Think?



Why people pay for The New York Times 
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“

“Each morning I sift through what’s 
happening in my very personal 
friends’ world of Facebook and the 
world at large through The New 
York Times.” -- Alexander, EM, 
San Francisco



Personalization Solves FOMO…
Until it Doesn’t

“I like that you (NPR One) don’t know me too well, so I don’t feel boxed in 
by your recommendations or control over my listening…(Improvements?) 
Maybe slightly more tailored news stories (whoops, just contradicted 
myself.)” -- Maeve, EM, NYC

?



“Personalized” Means Many Things



Mixed Feelings on News and Personalization 



What Personalized Experiences do Readers 
Want From The Times?

Subscribers and non-subscribers wanted an idealized news home screen to 
have breaking news and summaries first.

After that, they wanted variety, which could include favorite columnists or writers 
followed by lifestyle content based on their interests, time of day, or location. 



What We Are 
Making
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Goal: Drive Engagement
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Recommendation Products
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Your Feed / For 
You 
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YWE v2 / Push



Times 3.0



● Independence

● Integrity

● Curiosity

● Respect

● Collaboration

● Excellence

Our Values: Curiosity

“
“ Open-minded inquiry is at the heart 

of our mission. In all our work, we 
believe in continually asking 
questions, seeking out different 
perspectives and searching for 
better ways of doing things.



Recommendation 
is Hard
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How Recommenders Work, pt. 1
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How Recommenders Work, pt. 2



Machine Learning is Hard
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Machine Learning is Hard, pt. 1

Diagram from Carlos Pinela,r “Content-Based Recommender Systems”.
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Machine Learning is Hard, pt. 2
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Recommendation is a Dance

“I value that about the NYT:  it’s not 
customized to me.  I don’t think an 
unbiased news source should be.” 
-- Maia, RA, Chicago
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Our Advantage
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Our Advantage



The Real Goal



“
“

We seek the truth and help people understand the world.

This mission is rooted in the belief that great journalism has 
the power to make each reader’s life richer, more fulfilling, 
and all of society stronger and more just.



● Independence

● Integrity

● Curiosity

● Respect
● Collaboration

● Excellence

Our Values: Respect
“

“ We help a global audience 
understand a vast and diverse 
world. To do that fully and fairly, 
we treat our subjects, our readers 
and each other with empathy and 
respect.
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Let’s use recommendation to 
reward curiosity, to show 
respect, and to build trust.



Thank You.




